Introduction
Process models are important artefacts in software development. In software engineer, it is a common practice to produce complex process models from simpler ones. This procedure can be realised by refinement, in which an engineer refines an abstract process into a specific one based on more detailed knowledge about the application. Activities in the abstract process can be decomposed and reorganized in the specific process. Such a procedure can be repeated, by the same or different engineers, to obtain more and more fine-grained process models. For example, in Fig. 1 , P 2 refines P 1 by decomposing activity A into A 1 and A 2 , B into B 1 and B 2 . P 2 is further refined by P 3 , in which A 2 is further decomposed into A 21 , A 22 and A 23 , B 2 into B 21 and B 22 and so on. The ordering relations between activities are also restructured.
Due to the fact that each step of refinement may represent different levels of abstraction or different views of the process, whether or not the refined processes reflect the intended behaviour of the original process is not always obvious. This makes the validation of refinements and explanation of invalidity crucial issues in process management. Currently, such consistency checking is mainly done manually or (semi-)automatically for predefined process templates with rather vague definitions of refinement. For example, in [10, 1] the equivalence of two process models is analysed by comparing traces. In [11] execution set semantics is used but the decomposition and renaming of activities are not allowed. Besides, a widely used notion bisimulation [8] also describes a bi-directional equivalence relation, which can actually be regarded as a special case of refinement if the two processes mutually "refine" each other. In [9] , a partial specification is pre-defined while in the runtime changes can only be made at fixed spots so that the runtime compliance with the partial specification can be guaranteed.
Manual validation is usually error-prone, time-consuming and increases the cost for developing and maintaining the whole system because once a refinement step is wrong, all the subsequent development activities will be affected. While existing (semi-)automatic methods still limit the flexibility in process refinement (e.g. not allowing decomposition, only allowing fixed-spot changes).
To overcome the above limitations, in this technical report, we contribute to the automatic validation of process refinement on the following aspects:
1. Based on the classic execution set semantics, we propose a formal semantics of process refinement that is compatible with intuitions (Sec. 3 and 3.2). 2. Based upon the above semantics, we propose a novel approach to automatic validation of process refinements (Sec. 4 to Sec. 7). It first breaks down a refinement validation problem to several easier sub-problems, and then translate the sub-problems into OWL DL ontology reasoning problems. With the help of off-the-shelf ontology reasoners, validation results can be computed effciently. In this technical report, we present this approach in a reversed order, starting from the simplest case and then go for more and more complex ones. 3. We show that by slight modification of the ontology generation mechanism, our approach can further pinpoint the sources of invalid refinements (Sec. 8).
In this paper, we will use the above running example to illustrate our approach.
Background

Syntax of Process Models
A process model (or simply process) is a non-simple directed graph P = E, V without multiple edges between two vertices. As a graphical representation, we use the business process modelling notation (BPMN: http://www.bpmn.org/) due to its wide industry adoption. However, we consider a generic form of process models for the sake of this paper as opposed to the full set of partly redundant constructs in BPMN. In our definition, vertices (V) fall into activities and gateways (A, G ⊆ V). The start and end events (v S , v E ∈ A) are two special activities. For example, the P 1 process consists of two activities A and B between the start and end events.
A gateway is either opening or closing (G O , G C ⊆ G), and either exclusive or parallel (G , G ⊆ G). Process P 3 in our example contains both parallel gateways and exclusive gateways. Exclusive gateways can be used to construct loops. For example, in P 1 , A and B can be repeatedly executed.
The edge set (E) is a binary relation on V. For each v 1 ∈ V, we know its direct predecessors (successors) pre(v 1 ) := {v 2 ∈ V | (v 2 , v 1 ) ∈ E} (suc(v 1 ) := {v 3 ∈ V | (v 1 , v 3 ) ∈ E}). Given a valid P = E, V , |pre(v S )| = |suc(v E )| = 0, |suc(v S )| = |pre(v E )| = 1; ∀o ∈ G O (c ∈ G C ), |pre(o)|(= |suc(c)|) = 1; ∀a ∈ A \ {v S , v E }, |pre(a)| = |suc(a)| = 1. We can then construct gateway-free predecessor and successor sets as follows: P S(v 1 ) := {v 2 ∈ A | v 2 ∈ pre(v 1 ) or ∃u ∈ G s.t. u ∈ pre(v 1 ) and v 2 ∈ P S(u)} SS(v 1 ) := {v 3 ∈ A | v 3 ∈ suc(v 1 ) or ∃u ∈ G s.t. u ∈ suc(v 1 ) and v 3 ∈ SS(u)} These two definitions make gateways "transparent" to ordering relations. For example in P 2 , SS(A 1 ) = {A 2 , B 1 }. In the following, we refer to elements of P S (SS) as predecessors (successors) for short.
Execution Set Semantics
The semantics of a process model is based on its executions. An execution is a proper sequence of activities a i ∈ A: [a 1 a 2 . . . a n ]. It starts from one of the successors of v S and append with later activities:
1. The ordering relations among activities must be obeyed, i.e. an activity a must be appended to the sequence before all SS(a) and after all P S(a). 2. When it comes to an exclusive gateway ( ), a proper sequence can go through exactly one exclusive branch. For example in P 1 , after appending A, a sequence can either terminates by v E , or appends B. In loop situation, the choice can be different from iteration to iteration. 3. When it comes to a parallel gateway ( ), a proper sequence must go through all the parallel branches. For example in P 3 , after appending A 21 , a sequence must append both A 22 and B 21 before making a choice between B 22 and A 23 . The ordering between A 22 and B 21 can be arbitrary.
The result is a proper sequence of activities-an execution. It is to be noted that each execution is finite. However, there may be an infinite number of executions for a process model. The execution set of a process model p, denoted by ES p , is the (possibly infinite) set of all executions of p. For example, ES P1 for process P 1 in Fig. 1 For the sake of refinement validation, we assume that all processes are valid, i.e. all its executions eventually end at the end event.
When removing an activity a from a process P, semantically a is removed from all the executions of P, which means that its predecessors and successors can be directly connected. Thus structurally, we remove a and all the corresponding edges, but connect all its predecessor and successors directly.
Ontology
Ontologies are formal specifications of shared conceptualization. The de facto standard Web Ontology Language (OWL) [7] is based on a family of Description Logics (DLs) [2] . A DL-based ontology usually consists of a terminology box (TBox) and an assertion box (ABox). The TBox describes the schematic knowledge of the domain with concepts and roles. The ABox describes the individuals of the domain. In this paper, the ontology will be built in DL ALC, a well known fragment of the OWL DL. Its concepts are inductively defined by the following constructs:
, ⊥, A, ¬C, C D, C D, ∃r.C, ∀r.C where is the top concept (denoting the universal set of the domain), ⊥ the bottom concept (denoting the empty set), A a named concept, C and D arbitrary concept expressions. R and S are named roles. ¬C represents the negation of C, and the conjunction and disjunction, respectively. ∃r.C and ∀r.C represent the set of individuals who has r relation to some instance of C, or r relation only to instance of C, respectively.
In DLs, the subsumption between two concepts C and D is depicted as C D. Two concepts are disjoint if C D ⊥. In this paper we write Disjoint(C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n ) to denote that any two C i , C j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i = j) are mutually disjoint with each other. If an axiom α can be inferred by an ontology Σ, we say Σ entails α, denoted by Σ |= α. With ontology reasoning, implicit knowledge can be automatically inferred from explicit knowledge. In OWL DL, subsumption or satisfiability checking is EXPTIME-Complete [6] .
With the growing interest of applying ontology technologies on process modelling, many ontological representations have been proposed [4, 5, 3 ] to describe the behaviour of different process models. For example, if we use concepts to represent activities and use the to role to represent the successive relations. Then P 2 can be described by the following ontology (TBox only):
In Σ 2 , the first 6 axioms tell the knowledge that Start goes to A 1 , which goes to A 2 and B 1 , which both go to B 2 and A 3 , A 3 goes to End and B 2 goes to both A 2 and B 1 . Similarly, we can represent the predecessors of activities by a f rom role, e.g. A 2 ∃f rom.A 1 ∃f rom.B 2 .
Defining Valid Process Refinement
This section defines process refinement specification and validation aspects. The refinement specification includes refinement relations and mappings between abstract and specific processes as well as relations and mappings to component models. Whenever only grounding information is referred to we use the term grounding specification explicitly.
Consistent Process Refinement
For refinement validation we have to distinguish between refinement and grounding. A refinement is a mapping of entities from an abstract to a more specific process which represents the decomposition of activities. For this reason it is also called decomposition. A grounding refinement is a mapping from a concrete process model to a component model. For simplicity the component models are specified in BPMN processes. The mapping of activities of concrete process models consists of the grounding of their activities to activities of the component models for which a correct implementation is guaranteed by each software component. Refinement Specification and Validation are concerned with both kinds of mappings. Last but not least, we only consider sound processes. According to the BPMN specification, unsoundness results from either deadlock or lack of synchronization. A process has a deadlock whenever no token coming from the start event can ever reach the end event considering the token flow semantics of BPMN. Lack of synchronization is given when a token reaches the end event although other tokens are still existing somewhere in the process. Examples are given in Fig. 3 . With the above points in mind, we define:
Correct Refinement We say that a process Q is a correct refinement of a process P if ES Q ⊆ ES P D after the following transformations.
1. Decomposition. First we decompose the abstract process P as follows: Definition 1. For an abstract process P , its decomposable process, denoted by P D , is constructed from P by constructing a loop around every activity of P (see Fig. 4 ), except the start and end events.
In a decomposable process, abstract activities might happen repeatedly. For example, in Fig. 4 , activity a can happen any finite number times in an execution. This allows for multiple refined activities of a in a specific process. 2. Projection. Replace all activities in each execution of ES Q by their originators given by the function orig(). Correct Grounding We say that a component model P is a correct grounding of a process Q if ES Q ⊆ ES P after the following transformations. 1. Projection. Replace all activities in each execution of ES Q by their activities in the component model to which they are grounded (function ground()). 2. Reduction. Remove all activities in each execution of ES Q that do not appear in P . Fig. 2d is a wrong grounding of 2b because:
The cause for the wrong refinement is the potentially inverted execution of F , G by b 1 , a 2 in Fig. 2b . A correct refinement of the abstract process in Fig. 2 is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The refinement is orig(a1)=orig(a2)=A and orig(b1)=orig(b2)=orig(b3)=B. The grounding specification is ground(
In the remainder of this paper, we refer to these two types of refinement relations by refinement and grounding, respectively. That is to say, the word "refinement" would specifically mean the first type of refinement, without further clarification. And the word "grounding" always mean the second type of refinement. Fig. 5 . A correct refinement of the abstract process.
! !
Constraints on Refinement Relations
Generally refinement can be performed in two ways. The first way is the refinement of an activity by a completely new process with a syntactically well-formed process flow. For instance in Fig. 6 on the left hand side an abstract process with the two consecutive activities A and B can be seen that are refined within a specific process. The activity A is thereby refined through a replacement of Process A and activity B is refined through the replacement of Process B. Process A and Process B are both well-formed processes and we refer to this kind of refinement as the process based action refinement. The second way of refining an activity A within an abstract process can be by relating an arbitrary set of activities orig −1 (A) = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n } occurring in the more specific process with activities in the more abstract process by the functions orig (or ground) defined in section 3.1. Therefore we call this kind of refinement also function based action refinement. By doing so the following constraints need to be taken into account:
-orig is a partial function -for every activity A, A and orig(A) belong to different processes -if A ∧ B belong to the Process P then orig(A) ∧ orig(B) belong also to the same Process P = P and vice versa
An example for function based refinement is given in Fig. 6 on the right hand side. Obviously this kind of refinement allows more flexibility in defining relational dependencies between activities and can handle the first way of refinement as well. With the first way of refinement one would not be able to handle the second refinement example on the right of Fig. 6 , since decomposition of the refinement relation in well-formed process flows is not possible. The process refinement validation investigations in this work are considering function based action refinement.
Additionally to the first and second constraints, which only consider an abstract and a specific process the third constraint prohibits cycles in the whole refinement hierarchy. Based on this constraint, cases like that depicted in Fig. 7 are not allowed.
The grounding takes place at the moment where activities are fine grained enough to be realizable by an service operation of an component model. Since for the behavioral description of component models we had decided to use the BPMN language as well, service operations are represented by activities in the component models. The following constraints must hold true for a grounding:
-ground is a partial function -the set of component models CM and process models PM is disjoint: CM ∩ PM = ∅ -for all abstract activities A:
is an activity of a component model -activities of component models are not allowed to be refined
Partiality of the refinement specifications is an elementary requirement, since developers should be able to validate refinements at any stage in the development process in order to avoid lately detected errors according to emerging deadlines. Consequently any solution for the refinement problem should be able to deal with partial refinement information.
Additionally to the above constraints there are also some constraints related to refinements and groundings at the same time:
The first constraint means that grounded activities are not allowed to be further decomposed. Consideration of (Fig. 8 ) reveals that further decomposition would lead to ambiguity. When a task is grounded it means that it has been mapped to a concrete realization through a service operation within a component model. So when it get further decomposed it will not be clear what the semantics behind the decomposition should be. Should all refining activities be grounded on the same service operation which leads to several invocations or should multiple executions be omitted. If an activity is refined by only one identical activity within the specific process then it has to be ensured that both activities in case of a grounding of the more abstract activities be grounded on the same service operation within the same component model. 
Validating Parallel-Free Process Refinement with Ontology
In this section, we show how to use ontology technologies to automatically validate process refinement. According to the definition of valid refinement it is obvious that the ordering between components are restricted by the ordering of their origins. This is quite intuitive when parallel gateways are not involved. In this section, we investigate this simple form of refinement and show how to use ontology and reasoning to validate refinement. Given a process P and an activity a, we use A P to represent the set of activities in P . Obviously a ∈ A P . Furthermore, if an activity A ∈ A P is not refined in Q, i.e. A ∈ A Q , we say that orig(A) = A and orig − (A) = {A}. We also extend the origin function orig to sets of activities, executions and sets of executions such that for any subset S ⊆ A P , we have orig(S) = {orig(a)|a ∈ S}. For any execution es, we have orig(es) obtained from es by replacing each activity with its origin. And orig(ES P ) = {orig(es)|es ∈ ES P }.
The following theorem shows that process refinement checking w.r.t. execution set semantics can be reduced to the matching and subsumption checking of finite predecessor and successor sets. Theorem 1. Given two parallel-free processes P and Q, orig(ES Q ) ⊆ ES P iff for any activity a ∈ A Q , there exists A ∈ A P such that orig(a) = A, orig(P S Q (a)) ⊆ P S P (A) and orig(SS Q (a)) ⊆ SS P (A).
Proof. First of all, in a parallel-free process model, any execution is always a sequence of adjacent activities. In other words, [A, B] is a sub-sequence of some execution of a parallel-free process P IFF A ∈ P S P (B) and B ∈ SS P (A). We exploit this feature in our proof. Note that in a process with parallel gateways this is not always the case because parallel activities can form sub-sequence in an execution.
The → direction: For any activity X ∈ orig(P S Q (a)), there exists some x ∈ orig − (X) such that x ∈ P S Q (a). According to the definition of execution set, there exists some execution es ∈ ES Q such that [x, a] is a sub-sequence in es. Thus X, orig(a) is a sub-sequence of orig(es) ∈ orig(ES Q ). Because orig(ES Q ) ⊆ ES P . [X, orig(a)] is also a sub-sequence of orig(es) ∈ ES P . Which means A = orig(a) ∈ A P , and X ∈ P S P (A). This proves the → direction for the predecessors. The case for successors can be proved in a similar way.
The
. . , a n ] is an execution of Q, according to the definition of execution, we know that (a i ∈ P S Q (a i+1 ))
, and the start event is a predecessor of a 1 and the end event is a successor of a n . Due to the hypothesis, we have
, and also the start event is a predecessor of A 1 and the end event is a successor of A n . Thus a proper execution of P can starts from the start event, then goes to A 1 , then A 2 , . . . , and eventually reaches A n and finally the end event. This shows that [A 1 , . . . , A n ] ∈ ES P and proves the theorem.
Obviously, for any process P and its activity A, we have P S P D (A) = P S P (A)∪ {A} and SS P D (A) = SS P (A) ∪ {A}, where P D is the decomposable process of P as defined in Def. 1. Together with the definition of correct refinement and the above Theorem 1 we have the following corollary: Corollary 1. For any two parallel-free process models P and Q, Q is a correct refinement of P IFF for any activity a ∈ A Q , we have A ∈ A P s.t. orig(a) = A, orig(P S Q (a)) ⊆ P S P (A) ∪ {A} and orig(SS Q (a)) ⊆ SS P (A) ∪ {A}.
The proof of this corollary is trivial. Similar as in Example 1, we use concepts to represent activities (including start and end activities) and do not represent gateways. We use f rom and to roles to describe the predecessor and successor relations of activities. The f rom and to are not necessarily inverse roles of each other. To facilitate the construction of ontology, we define four operators to build concept expressions for abstract and specific process: Definition 2. : Let S a predecessors or successors set, we define four operators for translations as follows:
-Pre-refinement-from operator Pr f rom (S) = ∀f rom. x∈S x -Pre-refinement-to operator Pr to (S) = ∀to. y∈S y -Post-refinement-from operator Ps f rom (S) = x∈S ∃f rom.x -Post-refinement-to operator Ps to (S) = y∈S ∃to.y
In the pre-refinement operators we use ∀ because they should represent all possible executions that are allowed by the abstract process. In the post-refinement operators we use ∃ because they represent the actual executions that are specified in the specific process. The effect of the above operators in refinement checking can be characterised by the following theorem: Theorem 2. For any two sets of activities S 1 and
Proof. For sake of a shorter presentation, we only prove the first part of the theorem. The proof for the second part is analogous to the first part.
The → direction can be proved by contrapositive: The disjointness of activities holds. Suppose the RHS is unsatisfiable, i.e. Pr f rom (S 1 ) Ps f rom (S 2 ) is unsatisfiable.
Obviously, both concept definitions on their own are satisfiable: Pr f rom (S 1 ) is just a definition with one all-quantified role followed by a union of (disjoint) concepts. The concept definition behind this expression is ∀f rom. x∈S1 x which restricts the range of f rom to all concepts (activities) of S 1 . Ps f rom (S 2 ) is a concept intersection which only consists of existential quantifiers of the same f rom role. This definition is also satisfiable.
Therefore the unsatisfiability is caused by the intersection of both definitions. In Ps f rom (S 2 ) the same role f rom is used and the range is restricted by Pr f rom (S 1 ). Therefore the unsatisfiability is caused by one activity b ∈ S 2 which is not in S 1 , but this is a contradiction to the precondition S 1 ⊆ S 2 . This proves the → direction.
The ← direction can be proved similarly by contrapositive.
Now we can represent refinements by ontologies. For conciseness of presentation, we always have one abstract process P and one specific process Q, both P and Q are parallel-free. Let Z in P be an activity being refined. Simultaneous refinement of multiple activities can be done in a similar manner of single refinement. Then we construct an ontology O P →Q with the following patterns. Examples w.r.t. the refinement from P 1 to P 2 in Fig.1 are given to explain each pattern:
1. for each a ∈ A Q and orig(a) = Z, a Z These axioms represent the composition of activities with concept subsumption, which realise Projection. For example, A 1 A and B 2 B.
These axioms represent the predecessor and successor sets of all the nondecomposable activities in the abstract process. For example, Start ∀to.A, End ∀f rom.A. 3. for A ∈ A P \{Start, End}, A Pr f rom (P S P (A)∪{A}), A Pr to (SS P (A)∪ {A}), These axioms represent the predecessor and successor sets of all the decomposable activities in the pre-refinement process. Due to the Decomposition, we add an activity A to its own predecessor and successor sets. . From examples we can see that loops can be easily handled. 4. for each a ∈ A Q , a Ps f rom (P S Q (a)), a Ps to (SS Q (a)), These axioms represent the predecessor and successor sets of all the activities in the specific process. For example, A 2 ∃f rom.A 1 , B 2 ∃to.A 2 ∃to.B 1 , etc. 5. Disjoint(a|a ∈ Q and orig(a) = Z)
These axioms represent the uniqueness of all the sibling activities decomposed from the same Z. For example, Disjoint(A 1 , A 2 ) 6. Disjoint(a|a ∈ P ).
This axiom represents the uniqueness of all the activities before refinement. For example, Disjoint(Start, End, A, B).
With the above axioms, ontology O P →Q is a representation of the refinement from P to Q by describing the predecessor and successor sets of corresponding activities with axioms. The number of axioms is linear w.r.t. the size of P and Q. The language is ALC.
In ontology O P →Q , all the activities in Q satisfy the ordering relations in P D by satisfying the universal restrictions (∀) and satisfy the ordering relations in Q by satisfying existential restrictions (∃). Given the uniqueness of concepts, the inconsistency between P D and Q will lead particular concepts to be unsatisfiable. The following theorem implies that parallel-free refinement from P to Q can be validated by unsatisfiability checking of all the atomic concepts in ontology O P →Q :
Theorem 3. Given a parallel-free refinement from P to Q, the refinement is invalid, iff there exists a ∈ A Q such that O P →Q |= a ⊥.
Proof. For any a ∈ A Q , the ontology O P →Q contains axioms:
Becasue the ontology contains b Z for all decomposition activities b where orig(b) = Z, and A = orig(A) holds for all un-refined activity A, we can infer
Similarly, we have
a Pr to (Set 2 (a)),
where if a ∈ {Start, End}, we have
Otherwise
The → direction: The refinement is invalid, from Corollary 1 there is some a ∈ A Q such that orig(P S Q (a)) ⊆ P S P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)}, or orig(SS Q (a)) ⊆ SS P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)}. Without loss of generality we assume it is the former case. Let S 1 = P S P (orig(a))∪{orig(a)} and S 2 = orig(P S Q (a)), from Theorem 2 we know that Disjoint(x|x ∈ S 2 ∪S 1 ) entails that Pr f rom (S 1 ) Ps f rom (S 2 ) ⊥. Obviously, S 1 ⊆ A P and S 2 ⊆ A P . Because Disjoint(a|a ∈ A P ) ∈ O P →Q we have
If orig(a) is a decomposable activity, from axiom (3) and axiom (5) we know immediately that O P →Q |= a ⊥. If a ∈ {Start, End}, from axiom (3) and axiom (5) we have
Because Pr f rom (S 1 \ {a}) Pr f rom (S 1 ), we can also have O P →Q |= a ⊥ and this proves the → direction. The ← direction is proved by contrapositive: Assume a ∈ A Q is unsatisfiable in O P →Q . Given that the refinement is valid, from Corollary 1 we have orig(P S Q (a)) ⊆ P S P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)} and orig(SS Q (a)) ⊆ SS P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)}.
If orig(a) is decomposable, let S 1 = P S P (orig(a))∪{orig(a)}, S 2 = orig(P S Q (a)), S 1 = SS P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)}, S 2 = orig(SS Q (a)), following from Theorem 2 we know that Disjoint(x|x ∈ S 1 ∪ S 2 ) can not entail the unsatisfiability of Pr f rom (S 1 ) Ps f rom (S 2 ). And Disjoint(x|x ∈ S 1 ∪ S 2 ) can not entail the unsatisfiability of Pr to (S 1 ) Ps to (S 2 ). This is contradictary to the hypothesis that a is unsatisfiable.
If a ∈ {Start, End} we can infer contradition in a similar way. Together, this proves the ← direction and the theorem.
For example, in the refinement from P 1 to P 2 , no activity is unsatisfiable thus we know the it is a valid refinement. In later sections, we will have examples of invalid refinement as well. Thus the process engineers can modify the refinement accordingly to make it valid.
The above solution has the following restrictions:
1.
The type of refinement is restricted to parallel-free. 2. Although the correctness of refinement can be validated, it is not clear why a wrong refinement is incorrect.
In later sections we will further extend the current solution to overcome the above limitations. We will also apply similar solution to grounding validation.
Extending Specific Process With Parallel Gateways
The refinement solution demonstrated in the previous section works for parallelfree processes. We extend the existing approach in order to support parallel branches in the specific process. In this section, we still assume that the abstract process has no parallel branches. We use the refinement from P 2 to P 3 in Fig. 1 as an example.
In general, processes with parallel branches implicitly describe different possible executions. For instance, in P 3 of Fig. 1 As demonstrated in the previous section, we reduce the subsumption checking of executions sets from the abstract and the specific process to subsumption checking of predecessor and successor sets which are always finite sets. Thus, according to Theorem 1, the predecessor and successor sets in the abstract process should cover all possible predecessor and successor sets in the specific process. It is easy to see in the example that activities in parallel sibling branches might occur in an arbitrary ordering. Therefore, for each activity of a parallel branch, all other activities of the sibling branch can be a predecessor as well as a successor. For instance, A 22 is the predecessor of B 21 in one execution and the successor of B 21 in another execution.
Based on this observation and on the assumption that the abstract process does not contain parallel activities, the refinement is validated according to the statements in Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. For any two parallel activities a and b in the specific process Q, the refinement is valid with respect to a parallel-free abstract process P only if orig(a) and orig(b) are in each other's both predecessor and successor sets, i.e. orig(a) ∈ P S P (orig(b)) ∪ {orig(b)}, orig(a) ∈ SS P (orig(b)) ∪ {orig(b)}, orig(b) ∈ P S P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)} and orig(b) ∈ SS P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)}.
Proof. This theorem can be proved with contrapositive. Assuming there are a, b ∈ A Q such that a and b are in different parallel branches, and orig(a) ∈ P S P (orig(b)) ∪ {orig(b)}. Obviously, we have orig(a) = orig(b). We show that Q is not a valid refinement of P .
On the one hand, because a and b are in parallel, according to the definition of executions, we will have sub-sequence [a, b] in one execution e ∈ ES Q . Thus there is sub-sequence [orig(a), orig(b)] ∈ orig(e) ∈ orig(ES Q ). According to the definition of correct refinment, there is [orig(a), orig(b)] ∈ orig(e) ∈ ES P D .
On the other hand, as we explained in proof of Theorem 1, [orig(a), orig(b)] is a sub-sequence of some execution in ES P D only if orig(a) ∈ P S P D (orig(b)) = P S P (orig(b)) ∪ {orig(b)}. This contracdicts with the hypothesis thus proves orig(a) ∈ P S P (orig(b)) ∪ {orig(b)}.
We can similarly prove orig(b) ∈ SS P (orig(b))∪{orig(b)}, orig(b) ∈ P S P (orig(a))∪ {orig(a)} and orig(b) ∈ SS P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)} and these prove the theorem.
In the example of Fig. 1 
these conditions hold. It is orig(A
Based on the statements of Theorem 4, we can replace parallel gateways in the specific process by exclusive gateways and edges between all parallel activities. Definition 3. (Parallel Gateway Replacement) For a process Q, its parallel gateway replacement Q R is obtained by replacing all parallel gateways with exclusive gateways, and connecting the input and output of all previously parallel activties (with help of exclusive gateways).
For example, the P 3 in Fig. 1 can be replaced by the following process models (Fig. 10) . As we can easily see from the figure, the parallel gateway containing A 22 and B 21 has been replaced by an exclusive gateway in which A 22 and B 21 are both predecessor and successor of each other. Although structually different, P R 3 makes all the implicit predecessor and successor relations in P 3 explicit. Thus it can be used to represent P 3 in refinement validation. That is to say, P 3 is a valid refinement of P 2 iff P R 3 is a valid refinement of P 2 . More generally, the soundness and completeness of parallel gateway replacement is characterised by the following theorem:
Theorem 5. A parallel-inclusve process Q is a valid refinement of a parallel-free process P IFF its parallel gateway replacement Q R is a valid refinment of P .
Proof. The ← direction is easy: By definition of correct refinement, Q R is a valid refinement of P only if orig(ES Q R ) ⊆ ES P D . Also, from the definition of executions, we can see that ES Q ⊆ ES Q R , thus orig(ES Q ) ⊆ orig(ES Q R ) ⊆ ES P D and this proves the ← direction.
The → direction: We classify the activities in Q R into two categaries, activities on parallel branches in Q and activities not on parallel branches in Q. We call them parallel activites, and non-parallel activities, respectively.
Obviously, for a non-parallel activity a, we have P S Q R (a) = P S Q (a) and SS Q R (a) = SS Q (a). Because a is non-parallel in Q, a can only connect to its predecessors and successors to form sub-sequences of executions of Q. And this is the same case for orig(a) in P because P is paralle-free. According to hypothesis that Q is a valid refinement of P , we have orig(P S Q R (a)) ⊆ P S P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)} and orig(SS Q R (a)) ⊆ SS P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)}.
For a parallel activity a, we have P S Q R (a) = P S Q (a) ∪ S and SS Q R (a) = SS Q (a) ∪ S where S = {b|b is in parallel with a in Q}. From theorem 4 we know that for any b ∈ S, orig(b) ∈ P S P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)} and orig(b) ∈ SS P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)}. Thus orig(P S Q R (a)) ⊆ P S P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)} and orig(SS Q R (a)) ⊆ SS P (orig(a)) ∪ {orig(a)}.
Thus by corollary 1 we know that Q R is a valid refinement of P and this proves the theorem.
By doing such a replacement, a refinement problem with parallel-gateways in its specific process can be reduced to a parallel-free refinement problem, which can be solved by the solution we developed in the last section.
Extending Abstract Process With Parallel Gateways
In this section we further extend the solution to handle more complicated refinement checkings, namely the ones with parallel gateways in the abstract processes. We use the refinement from P 3 to P 4 in Fig. 1 as an example to demonstrate the problem and our solution.
For example in Fig. 1 , the activities A 22 and B 21 of process P 3 are in parallel. According to the decomposition transformation, P D 3 should contain the following parallel gateway (Fig.11) , in which A 22 and B 21 are surrounded by their loops. According to the execution set semantics, one can first execute A 22 then before finishing A 22 , one can turn to execute B 21 and after finishing B 21 come back and finish executing A 22 .
Hence, the existences of parallel gateways introduces complexity and nondeterminisms into the ordering because parallel activities can be executed in any order. While on the ohter hand, this actually indicates that, the ordering relations between components of A 22 and B 21 , e.g., A 221 , B 211 , etc. in P 4 , do not affect the validity of refinement from P 3 to P 4 . So that sibling parallel activities A 22 and B 21 can be regarded as "transparent" to each other in refinement checking. Before characterising this feature, we first define the following notions: Definition 4. (Parallel Branch Reduction) For a process P , its parallel branch reduction w.r.t. a set of activities S is a process P −S obtained from P by removing all activities in S and their corresponding edges such that:
1. S ⊆ A P ; 2. for each A ∈ S, there is some B ∈ A P −S such that A and B are in parallel in P ; 3. each two B 1 , B 2 ∈ A P −S must not in parallel in P .
Obviously, a parallel branch reduction represents a parallel-free path from start to end of the original process by removing all the parallel activities. Because parallel is symmetric, depending on the deleted activities, a process can have multiple parallel-branch reductions. For example, P 3 has two parallel branch reductions P −{A22} 3 and P −{B21} 3
. Futhermore, there are three obvious features:
1. for any process P , (P D ) −S is the same as (P −S ) D ; 2. for any element A ∈ A P , there is some P −S such that A ∈ S; 3. in any element of any ES P −S , consecutive activities are predecessor and successor pairs in P ;
In order to also make parallel activities "transparent" to each other in the specific process, we further remove specific activities whose origins are removed from the parallel-branch reductions: Then we can break down a refinement problem by considering each parallelbranch in the abstract process:
For a process refinement from P to Q, its parallel branch breakdown is a process refinement from some parallel branch reduction P −S to the corresponding parallel-origin reduction Q /S .
Note that, the "parallelisation" relation is well-defined in a process where no parallel gate occurs in a loop. In this case, any two activities in the process are either in parallel or not. However, if two activities A and B are in parallel and the parallel gateways containing them are in a loop, then they are "purely" in parallel if and only if they are executed in the same iteration of the loop. When executed in different iterations of the loop, they can be sequential. In this case, the parallel-branch breakdown only covers the reductions in which for each iteration the same activity is executed. Thus we first apply the parallel-branch breakdown to refinement whose abstract process has no parallel gateways in loops.
Theorem 6.
For any process refinement from P to Q, where P has no parallel gateway in loops, the refinement is valid IFF all its parallel-branch breakdown is valid.
Proof. The → direction: the refinement from P to Q is valid, thus orig(ES Q ) ⊆ ES P D . For any P −S and corresponding Q /S , we show that orig(ES Q /S ) ⊆ ES (P −S ) D . Obviously, for any element orig(E) ∈ orig(ES Q /S ), there is an element E ∈ ES Q such that E is obtained from E by removing any activity A such that orig(A) ∈ S. Because the original refinement is valid, we have orig(E ) ∈ ES P D and orig(E) is obtianed from orig(E ) by removing all activities from S. Thus orig(E) ∈ ES (P −S ) D . This proves the → direction.
The ← direction: we prove by contrapositive. Without loss of generality, we assume there is an execution [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] ∈ ES Q s.t. orig([a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ]) ∈ ES P D . Starting from the beginning of the execution we match with elements of ES P D . Let a k be the first activity such that orig ([a 1 , . . . , a k ] ) does not match the beginning of any element of ES P D . We call an activity initial if it is a successor of the start event (note that there can be multiple initial activities in a process). We consider different possibilities of the positions of a k and orig(a k ):
1. a k is initial in Q and orig(a k ) is initial in Q: This case is contradictive because it means k = 1 and you can always have an execution of P D starting with orig(a k ), making a k impossible being the first non-match activity; 2. a k is not initial in Q and orig(a k ) is initial in P : orig(a k ) being initial indicates that for any S s.t. orig(a k ) ∈ S, any element of ES P −S should always start with orig(a k ). Now we consider two situations: (a) orig(a k ) is not in any loop: Because all parallel-branch breakdown is valid, we know that for any a l with 1 ≤ l < k and orig(a l ) = orig(a k ), orig(a l ) has to be in parallel with orig(a k ) in P . So that they will all be removed from any S s.t. orig(a k ) ∈ S, making some of orig − (orig(a k )) the first activity in some execution. However this makes it possible to find an execution of P D that starts with orig(a 1 ), . . . , orig(a k−1 ) (which is due to the assumption that orig ([a 1 , . . . , a k−1 . . . ]) matches the beginning of some execution) and then follows with orig(a k ) (which is due to the assumption that orig(a k )'s only predecessor-the start event, is executed and any activity executed before the kth is either parallel or identical to orig(a k )). This is contradictive to the assumption that a k is the first activity that does NOT match. (b) orig(a k ) is in a loop: similar as above, except that the latest a l s.t. 1 ≤ l < k and whose orignator orig(a l ) is neither identical or parallel to orig(a k ), if exists, must be a loop predecessor of orig(a k ). Because no loop contains parallel gateways, orig(a l ) does not have any parallel activity that should be executed before executing orig(a k ). This also makes it possible to find an execution of P D that starts with orig(a 1 ), . . . , orig(a k−1 ) and then follows with orig(a k ). This is also contradictive. 3. orig(a k ) is not initial in P : this indicates that there is some A that is a predecessor of orig(a k ) in P . Then in every execution of P D , there is some A before any orig(a k ). Also, in any parallel branch break-down that does not remove orig(a k ), A and its decomposed components should also be preserved. Thus there is some a l (1 ≤ l < k) such that orig(a l ) = A to make this execution valid after break-downs. Also, because a k is the first non-match activity, there must be a reason that orig(a k ) can not be executed as the k-th activity, even after one of its predecessor A executed. According to the definition of execution, this can only happen when for any execution of P D , there is some parallel activity B of A, such that B is also a predecessor of orig(a k ) and B is not the origin of any of A i with i ≤ k. Now we consider a parallel-branch breakdown w.r.t. S where B ∈ S and orig(a k ) ∈ S, then for each element of ES P −S , we will have B appearing before any orig(a k ). But for elements of ES Q /S obtained from [a 1 , . . . , a k , . . . ], we don't have any orig − (B) appearing before a k . This is contradiction proves the ← direction.
Together the theorem can be proved.
The above theorem shows that a process refinement whose abstract process contains no parallel gateway in loops can be break down into multiple subrefinements whose abstract processes are all parallel-free. Thus we can further use the approaches introduced in earlier sections to validate the break down refinement sub-problems.
As we mentioned earlier, when there are parallel gateways in loops, situation becomes more complicated. We first try to apply the parallel branch break-down as above. In the example, we can reduce the original refinement problem into the following two refinement sub-problems (Fig.12) . In the first one, A 22 is removed from P 3 and its components are removed from P 4 so that the ordering relations between B 21 components and other activities can be checked. In the second one, B 21 is removed from P 3 and its components are removed from P 4 so that the ordering relation between A 22 components and other activities can be checked. Obviously, the two sub-problems are both parallel-free. Thus we can easiler check the validity of them. By applying the techniques we developed in earlier sections we immediately know that both the refinements are invalid, due to the missing of A 3 in the specific processes. Thus, the original refinement from P 3 to P 4 is also invalid. By noticing this, an engineer can, e.g. add A 3 back to P 4 . And we will have the following repaired refinement (Fig. 13) .
However, this is not the end of story, yet. Consider the above repaired refinement. Applying the above mentioned parallel branch break-down technique will show that sub-problems are all valid refinements. However, this refinement is still invalid because of the sub-sequence [B 221 , A 222 , A B222 ] in the specific process P 4 . Activities B 221 and B 222 are decompositions of B 22 , i.e. B 22 = orig(B 221 ) = orig(B 222 ) and the activity A 222 is a decomposition of A 22 (A 22 = orig(A 222 )). But if we compare this execution [B 221 , A 222 , B 222 ] with the execution given by the abstract process, we observe that between each two executions of the activity B 22 there must be an execution of parallel A 22 and B 21 . There can be an arbitrary number of executions of these activities with an arbitrary ordering, but both activities have to be executed, or neither of the activities is executed.
In order to tackle this problem, we can further break down loop branches and generate sub-problem refinements as follows:
For any process refinement from P to Q, if P contains a loop whose two branches are P a and P b where P a contains parallel gateways, then a loop branch break-down is a refinement from P a to Q x→y , where Q x→y is obtianed from Q by taking a sub-process between activities x and y. And orig(x) and orig(y) are ending activity and starting activity of the P b , respectively.
We show that parallel branch break-downs and loop branch break-downs together can reduce a refinement completely and soundly:
For any process refinement from P to Q where P has parallel gateways in a loop, the refinement is valid IFF all its parallel branch break-downs and loop branch break-downs are valid.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the Theorem 6. We will re-use some of it when appropriate.
The → direction: the refinement from P to Q is valid, thus orig(ES Q ) ⊆ ES P D . For any P −S and corresponding Q /S , we can show that orig(ES Q /S ) ⊆ ES (P −S ) D in a same way as in proof of Theorem 6. For each P a and the corresponding Q x→y , we show that orig(ES Q x→y ) ⊆ ES P D a . Obviously, for any element of orig(E) ∈ orig(ES Q x→y ), there is an element E ∈ ES Q s.t. E is a sub-sequence of E between x and y. Because the original refinement is valid, we have orig(E ) ∈ ES P D and orig(E) is a sub-sequence of orig(E ) between orig(x) and orig(y). According to the definition of execution, such a sub-sequence is also an execution of the sub-process between orig(x) and orig(y), namely P . This proves the → direction. The ← direction: we prove by contrapositive. Without loss of generality, we assume there is an execution [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] ∈ ES Q s.t. orig([a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ]) ∈ ES P D . Starting from the beginning of the execution we match with elements of ES P D . Let a k be the first activity such that orig([a 1 , . . . , a k ]) does not match the beginning of any element of ES P D . We call an activity initial if it is a successor of the start event (note that there can be multiple initial activities in a process). We consider different possibilities of the positions of a k and orig(a k ):
1. a k is initial in Q and orig(a k ) is initial in Q: This case is contradictive because it means k = 1 and you can always have an execution of P D starting with orig(a k ), making a k impossible being the first non-match activity; 2. a k is not initial in Q and orig(a k ) is initial in P : orig(a k ) being initial indicates that for any S s.t. orig(a k ) ∈ S, any element of ES P −S should always start with orig(a k ). When orig(a k ) is not in any loop, the proof is the same as in proof of Theorem 6. Now we consider the situation where orig(a k ) is in a loop: the latest a l s.t. 1 ≤ l < k and whose orignator orig(a l ) is neither identical or parallel to orig(a k ), if exists, must be a loop predecessor of orig(a k ). Because orig(a k ) can not be executed after orig(a l ) as the k-th activity, according to the definition of execution, for any execution of P D , there is some parallel activity B of orig(a l ), such that B is also a predecessor of orig(a k ) and none of B's component is executed in the same loop iteration as a l . Now we consider two situations: (a) There is no a j before a l with orig(a j ) = orig(a k ): Then there should be some predecessor B of orig(a k ) and in parallel of orig(a l ) such that its component does no appear in a 1 , . . . , a k−1 . Thus a parallel branch break-down w.r.t. S where B / ∈ S and orig(a k ) ∈ S will be invalid. This is contradictive to the assumption that all parallel branch break-downs are valid. (b) There is some acitvity before a l with the same originator as a k : Let a j be the last of them. Also, let P a be the loop branch starting with orig(a k ) and P b be the loop branch ending before orig(a k ). Because [a 1 , . . . , a k−1 , . . . ] matches some execution of P D , then each ending activity of P a should also have some component between a j and a l . Let a m be the latest. But after a m there should be no component of B, making a l the last component of predecessor of orig(a k ) and orig(a k ) can not be executed. Thus a loop branch break-down from P b to Q am→a k is invalid, because each execution of (P b ) D contains B but some of executions of Q am→a k (the ones between a m and a k ) contains no component of B. This is contradictive to the assumption that all loop branch break-downs are valid. 3. orig(a k ) is not initial in P : This can be proved in a similar way as the above situation and also leads to contradiction.
Applying the loop branch break-down technique on P 3 and P 4 yields the following sub refinement (Fig.14) . This sub-problem checks whether there is a valid refinement of the parallel A 22 and B 21 between the two components of B 22 in P 4 . It contains a parallel gateway in the abstract process. After applying the parallel branch break-down technique, we can easily discover that this is a invalid refinement. Thus the refinement from P 3 to the repaired P 4 is still invalid. This reveals another reason for the invalid refinement from P 3 to P 4 . Combining the parallel branch break-down with the described break-down of loops for parallel gateways in abstract processes, the process refinement is valid if and only if the sub-refinements are all valid. Together with reduction of parallel gateways in specific processes, we can eventually reduce any refinement problems into parallel-free refinement sub-problems: Corollary 2. Any process refinement can be reduced to finite parallel-free refinement sub-problems. And a refinement is valid IFF all its parallel-free refinement sub-problems are valid.
The proof of this corollary is trivial. Particularly, the number of parallel branch break-downs of a refinement is bounded by the number of parallel activities. The number of loop branch break-downs is bounded by the number of loops. All of them are finite. And parallel gateways replacement does not increase the number of reduced refinement sub-problems.
Validating Grounding with Ontology
In this section, we show how to use ontology technologies to automatically validate process grounding.
According to the definition of correct grounding (Sec.3) we know that a correct grounding implies the subsumption relation between two execution sets after performing projection and reduction. We extend the ground() function, using ground(E) where E is an execution to denote the results of replacing all activities in E by their grounding activity in P (if exists), and using ground(ES Q ) to represent {ground(E)|E ∈ ES Q } for any process Q. We use ES \P Q to denote the results of removing all activities in each execution of ES Q that do not appear in P . Then by defnition, a component model P is a correct grounding of a process Q iff ground(ES Q ) \P ⊆ ES P . We use Q \P to denote the results of replacing all activities in Q whose grounds do not appear in P with a direct edge, then the following theorem shows that the reduction and projection can be done in a reversed order:
Proof. This theorem can be proved by showing that for any execution E, E ∈ ground(ES Q )
\P IFF E ∈ ground(ES Q \P ). This is also quite straightforward: , A 1 , b 1,1 , . . . , b 1,m1 , A 2 , b 2,1 , . . . , b n−1,mn−1 , A n , b n,1 , . . . , b n,mn ] s.t. E ∈ ground(ES Q ) and ground(b i,j ) i=0,...,n,j=1,...,mi / ∈ A P . The later holds IFF there is e = [b 0,1 , b 0,2 , . . . , b 0,m0 , a 1 , b 1,1 , . . . , b 1,m1 , a 2 , b 2,1 , . . . , b n−1,mn−1 , a n , b n,1 , . . . , b n,mn ] ∈ ES Q s.t. A i = ground(a i ). Therefore between the start event and a 1 , between each a i and a i+1 and between a n and the end event, there exists executable pathes in Q that are all consistes of activities whose gounds are not in P . This holds IFF the start event and a 1 , each a i and a i+1 and the a n and the end event, are all consecutively executable in Q \P . This holds IFF e = [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] ∈ ES Q \P , which holds IFF E ∈ ground(ES Q \P ). This proves the theorem.
This theorem indicates that a grounding validation problem can be reduced to a simpler problem in which the grounded process contains only activities whose grounds are in the component model. For example, the grounding from F ig.2.b to F ig.2.c and F ig.2.d can be reduced to the two problem illustrated in Figure 15 , in which the black arrows indicate the ground() relations. The original grounding After such reduction, the grounding validation requires examing the predecessors and successors of activities and their grounds. Therefore, we can apply the similar technique of parallel break-down as we did in refinement validation (Sec.6). For example, the grouding between P C2 and P S2 in Fig.15 can be broken-down into the 3 sub-problems illustrated in Fig. 16 . Obviously, the grounding between P C2 and P S2 is valid iff the above three groudings are valid.
After such break-down, the component models become parallel-free but the specific processes P S21 and P S22 still contain parallel gateway. Again, we can apply the similar technique for refinement validation introduced in Sec.5. Although in grounding we don't allow decomposition of activities, i.e. different activities in the grounded process will have different grounds in the component model, the spirit is the same that the grounds of two parallel activities should have each other as both predecessor and successor. For example, the P S21 in Fig.16 can be replaced by the process illustrated in Fig. 17 . And the grounding between P C21 and P S21 is valid IFF the grouding between P C21 and P R S21 is valid. Applying the similar technique to P S22 we will eventually reduce the original grounding problem into several parallel-free grounding sub-problems. These parallel-free sub-problems can again be solved with similar technique for parallelfree refinement checking, except that no decompostion is needed: Theorem 9. Given a parallel-free processes Q and a parallel-free component model P , ground(ES Q ) ⊆ ES P iff for any activity a in Q, there exists A ∈ A P such that ground(a) = A, ground(P S Q (a)) ⊆ P S P (A) and ground(SS Q (a)) ⊆ SS P (A).
The proof of this theorem is the same as the proof of Theorem 1 except that the orig() function should be replaced by the ground() function. Following from Theorem 8 and Theorem 9, it is natural to have the following corollary:
Corollary 3. For any parallel-free process model Q and parallel-free component model P , P is a correct grounding of Q IFF for any activity a ∈ A Q , we have A ∈ A P s.t. ground(a) = A, ground(P S Q (a)) ⊆ P S P (A) and ground(SS Q (a)) ⊆ SS P (A).
The proof of this corollary is trivial. It shows that similar as Corollary 1, parallel-free grounding validation can also be reduced to subsumption checking of the predecessor and successor sets. Then we can apply similar ontological representation and reasoning technologies as we did for refinement checking.
Suppose we have one component model process (CMP) P and one process Q, both P and Q are parallel-free. According to Theorem 8 we can safely assume all activities in Q are grounded to some activity in P . Then we construct an ontology O P ←Q with the following patterns. Examples w.r.t. the grounding from P C21 in Fig. 16 to P R S21 in Fig.17 are given to explain each pattern. Note that we do not distinguish decomposable and un-decomposable activities because no decomposition is allowed in grounding:
1. for each a ∈ A Q and ground(a) = Z, a Z These axioms represent the grounding of activities with concept subsumption, which realise Projection. For example, a 1 F and b 2 H. 2. for A ∈ A P , A Pr f rom (P S P (A)), A Pr to (SS P (A)), These axioms represent the predecessor and successor sets of all the grounded activities in the CMP. Compared to item 3 in parallel-free refinement checking, we don't have A itself in the predecessor and successor sets because decomposition is not needed in grounding validation. For example, F ∀f rom.Start, F ∀to.H, H ∀f rom.F , H ∀to.End. 3. for each a ∈ A Q , a Ps f rom (P S Q (a)), a Ps to (SS Q (a)), These axioms represent the predecessor and successor sets of all the activities in the grounding process. For example, a 2 ∃f rom.Start ∃f rom.b 2 , b 2 ∃to.a 2 ∃to.End, etc. 4. Disjoint(a|a ∈ Q and ground(a) = Z)
These axioms represent the uniqueness of all the sibling activities grounding to the same Z. In our example this is not needed as each the grounded activity has only one grounding activity. 5. Disjoint(a|a ∈ A P ).
This axiom represents the uniqueness of all the activities in the CMP. For example, Disjoint(Start, End, F, H).
With the above axioms, ontology O P ←Q is a representation of the grounding between P and Q by describing the predecessor and successor sets of corresponding activities with axioms. The number of axioms is linear w.r.t. the size of P and Q. The language is ALC. The following theorem implies that parallel-free grounding from Q to P can be validated by unsatisfiability checking of all the name concepts in ontology O P ←Q :
Theorem 10. For any parallel-free grounding from Q to P , the grounding is invalid, IFF there exists a ∈ A Q such that O P ←Q |= a ⊥.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3 except that we do not distinguish decomposable activities and non-decomposable ones.
For example, in the grounding from P C21 to P
